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BY JACKIE SETTLE

sett0087@d.umn.edu

That's right, flu season is coming. This season
UMD is giving out a duel combination of flu and
HlNl shots in the Kirby Student Center to better protect our students from the flu. Flu shots
were available to students on Oct. 19 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Kirby Student Center and
will be available again on Oct. 27.
Shots will be $5 and students will need to
bring their student ID card with them as well.
Only cash and checks will be accepted. If students would like it billed to their insurance, they
should check their university email account for
a message from health services regarding the flu

shots.
In the dormitories, apartments and classrooms, students are within very close proximities to each other and can easily spread illness,
such as the flu.
The flu is highly contagious. Preventative
measures can also be taken by getting the flu
vaccination and keeping up with hygiene practices. These can help prevent those uncomfortable symptoms that accompany the flu and the
resulting absences from class.
According to Dori Decker in Health Services,
"It is a good idea for students to be. mindful
about washing hands and covering their cough
for prevention of the spread of these illnesses,
and it is also recommended that student get the
flu shot at one of the upcoming flu clinics. It is

important that students get plenty of sleep, eat a
nutritious diet, drink plenty of water, and exercise to keep their immune system strong:'
If students think that they have the flu it is best
to stay home, get rested and continue to keep
hydrated. Students may also use fever-reducing
medicines such as ibuprofen or acetaminophen.
Some symptoms to look for include a high fever that lasts more than 3-5 days, body aches,
headache, chills, vomiting and diarrhea. In most
cases flu symptoms can be managed at home
but it is highly recommended that students
call 218-726-7870 for a phone assessment. The
nurse will help support the student with dietary
recommendations and self care advice and/ or
have them make an appointment to be seen by a
health care provider in Health Services.

Congressional candidates debate
amidst emotionally charged crowd
BY EMMA FROMBERG

fromb008@d.umn.edu

On Tuesday, Oct. 19, the Duluth Area Chamber of Commerce
hosted a heated debate between
Congressmen Jim Oberstar and
his opponent Chip Cravaack for
the 8th district in Minnesota. At
the DECC, a full auditorium of
loud, emotional supporters from
both sides led to continuous pleas
for civility from organizers. Mediators mentioned rumor of a physical fight between supporters in the
skywalk, and cautioned the audience to act with respect during the
debate.
This campaign is a tough one
for Oberstar, who is seeing the
first real competition for his seat
of 35 years, and the crowd proved
it at the debate with interruptions,
outbursts and yelling. Moderators
JOE OLIVIERI/STATESMAN
occasion.ally _had to ask the crowd Freshman Anna Estabrooks is one of 12 students who moved from the Edgei,vater Hotel to on campus housing since mid-September.
to remain silent, and urged the ..... ............ .... .. ........ .. . .. . . . . . ........ ........... .............. .... ...................... .. ........ . ... ................................................................. •············ • • ······· ··········
candidates to ask their supporters less respectful.
truth."
tuitions and loans.
to_ be respectful. for the short 90
"I think it was quite unfortunate
Cravaa,ck disagreed_ pn most of
Oberstar ~entioned his previm1nutes of debating.
that there were so many interrup- Oberstar s claims, say1hg that un- ous effort to increase the number
Former Student Association tions from both sides," Berwald employment is still too high with of Pell Grants for college students
(SA) President and UMD gradu- said.
the Obama administration, who and said that keeping loans unIssues discussed ranged from promised to have it below 8 per- der government control will keep
ate Josh Gillson was present at the
debate,andsaiditwassurprisingly jobs in the public versus the pri- cent while the current number is interest rates lower. Cravaack
emotional.
vate sector, healthcare, social se- closer to 10 percent. He said that argued that private loan compathe only way to stimulate the econ- nies might be better for students,
"Overall, it was a very tough de- curity and education.
Oberstar claimed that Minne- omy is through privatization and and claimed that the government
bate with the crowd/ Gillson said.
"Because of the emotional crowd, sota is on its way to reducing the investing in businesses, including loans increased interest rates by 2
itwashardbothforthecandidates, current deficit and that he will privatizing healthcare "before 87 percent.
the moderators and the crowd and continue to put people back to million people lose coverage" with
"Oberstar briefly touched on
Pell Grants and higher education,"
it loses out on all the time that you work through government jobs, the new healthcare plan.
could be discussing and debat- in construction and on the Iron
Although the candidates dis- Gillson said. "But they didn't
ing."
Range. He .said that the federal agreed on most issues, they took touch much on the loans which
Freshman Carl Berwald, Pub- government should still have con- a moment to thank each other for was disappointing."
lie Relations Coordinator for the trol of healthcare and that he sup- their years of service to the nation,
This was the first and only time
UMD College Democrats, said ports Obama's healthcare plan.
for Oberstar's time in Congress the candidates got a chance to deWhen Oberstar's comments and Cravaack's time in the Navy.
bate before the Nov. 2 election.
that it was nice to get to hear answers from both candidates. He about jobs were met with boos
There was a question from an Duluthians pulled through to
said that there was a lot of passion from the crowd, he addressed audience member about educa- show them a passionate and infrom constituents, but that it made Cravaack's supporters, saying, "I tion and what the candidates plan tense crowd.
the environment for the debate gather they don't like to hear the to do to help with costs of higher
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

1) On1g! They have UlVID

Snuggies! I know what
my mom is getting for
Christ1nas

2) sometimes i wish i
could beat up inanimate
objects
3) ,Just heard an alar1n
go off in my roommate's
room. It was Bed Intruder Remix.
4) Do you know there are
231 words that rhyme
with bologna? Two Hundied and Thirty One.
that's crazy.
5) who threw up in our
laundry sink? buy me
new detergent.
6) WHAT?l Sarah Palin
has a new show?? what
is the world coming to?
7) 'Everyone loves macaroni art. It is a symbol
for good intentions,
thoughtfulness and love.'
8) only makes out with
nerds.
9) since when is "New
Orleans" pronounced
"new or-lee-annes" football announcers??
1O) THEY f.-IAVE MAN
VS. WILD ON NETFLIX
INSTANT QUEUE!!!!!!!l
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37 Animal mouths
40 Actor Auberjonois
44 Like a once-in-a-blue-moon
event
46 Hook shape
47 S1nall to mid-size salmon
49 Macaroni shape
50 Plaint from a pirate
51 It turns a lot in rush hour
52 Stereotypical poodle name
55 -drive
57 Fluctuate wildly
58 Combustible pile
59 New Mexico resort
62 Gun, in slang
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groups receive free 25-word advertising!
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l Use chicanery on
12
5 Pole worker?
8 Lots
16
12 Author __ Stanley Gardner
20
13 Islamic mystic
15 Work on, as a bone
16 Fit of fever
17 Roosevelts' successors as
27
28 29
first fami Iy
19 Festive event
32
20 Desert with a view of Beersheba
22 One studying saucers
24 Awfully long time
26 Popular pate
27 He's not always a beast
31 Cat chaser
32 Take the stand again
34 Mass unit
38 Gen. Robt.
39 Gather
41 Arizona river
42 It has a floor on Wall St.
43 Good feeling that lingers
45 Common Mkt. \
48 Achieves via trickery
49 Lets up
5 Educ. guess
53 Metric energy unit
6 Island cookout
54 Working hours for night
7 '60s sitcom set at Fort Courowls
age, literally?
56 Libya neighbor
8 Ski1npy bikini part, literally?
60 Creamy cheese
9 Studio warning light
61 Volunteer
10 Wood for model fliers
63 "La maja desnuda" painter
11 Deals with, as a fly
64 Stare at in1pol itely
14 "__ , Sing America" (Langs65 Words before then
ton Hughes poe1n)
66 Pita sandwich
18 Arrived at a base, in a way
67 Playground shout
21 Promises
68 Co. whose logo features
23 War on Poverty org.
Mercury carrying a bouquet
25 "It must have been someone
around ..."
69 "What
else"
27 St. Paul's architect ·
Down
28 Hard to hold
29 AAA suggestions
I Official with a list
30 Filmmaker Wertmiiller
2 Atten1pt to persuade
. 33 Mythical Hi1nalayan
3 Outlet connection
35 Brooklet
4 Online IRS document sub36 Ointment ingredient
mission system, literally?
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Tweed Museum of Art
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Library

Disordered [thy name is teenager]

Film: "... and the earth did not swal-

Labovitz School of Business & Eco-

low him"
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ish Nature-based Outdoor Recre-

Weber Music Hall
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Housing on track with student relocation
Survey shows roughly 50
percent of students housed at
the Edgewater Hotel want .to
move to campus
BY DAVID COWARDIN

cowar006@d.umn.edu

Due to a surplus of University of
Minnesota Duluth students seeking
on campus housing this fall, over
100 students have been living at the
Edgewater Express Hotel on London Road.
Director of UMD Housing John
Weiske said there are two factors
that lead to the surplus of students
looking for on campus housing this
year: an increase in freshmen enrollment and a reduction in housing
contract cancellations-125 fewer
than last year.
In September, Weiske estimated
15 to 20 students would have the
opportunity to move qnto campus
and out of the hotel. As of Oct. 14,
12 students have secured on campus
· housing. Meanwhile, two to three
students have moved into the hotel
in hopes of eventually moving on to
campus. One student moved from
the hotel into an off-campus apartment.
Weiske anticipates all students living at the Edgewater will secure on
campus housing by spring semester.
During the second week of classes, housing conducted a survey for
students at the Edgewater that only
asked one question: If space opens,
would you like to move onto campus?
Just over 100 students received

the survey and 55 completed it by
September 20. A total of 51 students
responded that they would move on
to campus if given the opportunity,
four said they would not.
Surveys that were not returned,
Weiske said, were categorized as
students who do not want to move.
UMD FreshmanAnnaEstabrooks
is one of the 12 students relocated
from the Edgewater to on campus
housing. When she first moved in,
she was hopeful. She thought that
living off campus would allow her
to get to know both Duluth as a city
and UMD as a school.
But things changed.
"My roommates and I did not get
along, I had to get out," Estabrooks
said.
When the survey came, Estabrooks responded and consequently
received space in Heaney Hall.
"It is so much better, I just feel so
much more relaxed. It's so nice living on campus. Now I can wake up
a lot later and just walk to class;' she
said.
Estabrooks also said that students
moving out of the hotel became a
popular topic of conversation. She
said opiniofls were split, an observation agreeing with survey results.
"Some people seemed to like it,
and some people wanted to find
space on campus," she said.

JOE OLIVIERI/STATESMAN
Freshman Anna Estabrooks is one of 12 students who moved from the Edgewater Hotel to on campus housing since mid-September.

Impact on surrounding
community

Edgewater General Manager Justin Steinbach said he could not disclose any financial benefit gained
from housing students at the hotel's Express building. He did say,
however, that the Express building
sometimes closes during the hotels
slow season (September through
May) due to a lack ofbusiness.
With over 100 students living at
the Edgewater until December at
the earliest, the Express building is

near capacity during months when
it may not be occupied, providing
the hotel with a secure business.
"We've had a historic relationship
with UMD dating back to the early
'90s;' Steinbach said.
The last time UMD housed students off campus was in 2004. According to UMD Police Sargent
Tim LeGade, there was little trouble
with security and disturbances at
the hotel then, a trend that has carried over to this year.
We have only responded to one
call at the Edgewater, LeGarde said.

00

Candidates debate
higher education
BY ALICIA LEBENS

/ebe0051@d.umn.edu

The three major candidates for
Minnesota's next governor met
last Friday to debate the future of
higher education in the McNamara
Alumni Center at the University of
Minnesota Twin Cities campus.
The debate was shown in Bohannon 90 via live web-cast for UMD
students.
Republican candidate Tom Emmer, Independent Party candidate
Tom Horner and DemocraticFarmer-Labor candidate Mark
Dayton defended their stance on
higher education costs and discussed social issues ranging from
clean energy to gay marriage.
While the candidates walked
their respective party lines, they all
could agree on one subject: something must be done to fix the state's
budget deficit, estimated to reach
$5.8 million.

The incident was a minor party
disturbance. Duluth Police responded first and then UMD Police
took over. If 911 calls come from the
Edgewater, dispatchers will make
the determination if it is related to
UMD. If it is, then UMD Police will
be dispatched.
Beyond calls, LeGarde said UMD
Police "have and will be doing some
vehicle control down [at the Edgewater] time permitting:'

In the last four years, students
in the University of Minnesota
system have seen a 40 percent increase in tuition. Many fear that
short-term changes in funding will
not be available.
"We have a nearly $6 billion
shortfall in the next biennium,"
Horner said. "To suggest that we
are going to be able to use that money to significantly reduce tuition in
the short term is not honest to you,
so I won't make that promise."
Emmer hopes to stem tuition
increases with reform within the
university administration. Dayton
followed with his state budget plan
to cut salaries of high-paid University employees.
To encourage growth for university research programs, all three
candidates expressed interest in
community partnerships, including work with clean energy.
They also discussed encouraging
online classes to curb costs.

: AVOICE FROM STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Better Neighbors provides students with the perfect
outlet to not only establish positive relationships with
people on their block, but it also allows students to be
compensated for fulfilling this simple and one-time
task.
Better Neighbors, a Student Association (SA) program, is currently seeking responsible student representatives that will take the initiative to obtain contact information from college students living on their
block. This will then be distributed to permanent residents living on the block.
Students living off campus should have recently received an email from Student Association's Director of
the Better Neighbor's Program Alex Aschenbrenner,
explaining the program's need of more student representatives.
As many of you know and are probably sick of hearing, some UMD students have not created the most
favorable relationships with their neighbors.
"The goal of this program is to re-establish community ties between college students and permanent
residents throughout the community," Aschenbrenner
said.
With a goal of roughly 40 blocks, Aschenbenner
along with SA hopes to do just what the program's
new slogan promises: lend hands and bridge communities.
In the past, the program has created many positive

From North Shore,
Hawaii to our North
Shore

relationships between students and Duluth residents
including block parties, sharing of meals, baby-sitting
jobs and more. While none of these are required,
many times stud~nts find that they enjoy spending
time with Duluth's colorful residents and that their
neighborly efforts created a positive experience for
them as well.
Previously, the program was not available to students living in apartments. However, it has recently
been opened up to all apartments except for Boulder
Ridge, Campus Park, and on-campus apartments due
to their lack of permanent residents as neighbors.
The only requirement for Better Neighbors student
representatives is that they obtain all of the necessary
contact information from college students on their
block and disperse the information to the permanent
residents on their block. Once this simple task has
been performed, the student will then be paid $40 for
making the first step in the process ofbridging the gap
between students and Duluth residents.
The last day to sign up as a student representative is
Nov. 19. Sign-up packets explaining more, along with
the contact sheet, are available in the Student Association office, KSC 115 or it can be found online at www.
umdsa.org. Anyone with questions is encouraged to
contact Aschenbrenner at asche088@)d.umn.edu.
In the words of a famous neighbor, Mr. Rogers,
"Won't you be my neighbor?"

Pro surfer Jamie O'Brien premieres his new
movie on campus this Thursday
board, it's more like 'free surfing:"
Randy Carlson, UMD Surf Club
fromb008@d.umn.edu
coordinator, said that this will
be the first time a surfing movie
Even during the frigid winters in
premieres on a college campus.
Duluth, surfing fanatics get out on
Carlson, who has been to Hawaii
Lake Superior to catch some waves. and knows surfers there, is excited
Hopefully the weather is right on
to meet O'Brien.
•
Thursday for when professional
"It'll be pretty interesting to hear
surfer and Hawaiian native Jamie
what he has to say," Carlson said.
O'Brien comes to Duluth. He will
The UMD Surf Club has about
be in Chemistry 200 to premiere
15 members who practice in the
his documentary Who is J.O.B.
pool, on Island Lake and go out on
about his surfing career and to kick
Lake Superior when storms come
off his international tour.
through, according to Carlson.
O'Brien, originally from North
"There's a lot of surfers in DuShore, Hawaii, won the Pipeline
luth, and boarders in general, like
Masters title in 2004, was the
skateboarders and snowboarders. I
2005 X-Games MVP at Mexican
think it'll be a pretty good turnout;'
Pipeline and has won numerous
Carlson said.
other awards. He has produced two
The doors will open at 7 p.m.
other surfing films, Freakshow and
and the movie will show at 8 p.m.
Freakside, and was in Blue Crush as Thursday in Chemistry 200. There
well as other surfing movies. In the · will he giveaways at the event and
trailer for the unreleased docuat the after party at Pizza Luce,
mentary, he is featured burning a
where O'Brien will sign autographs
rulebook.
and talk to fans. Check out the
"This will open people's eyes to
preview to O'Brien's movie at www. .
the level surfing is actually at now,"
jamieobrien.com.
said Tyler Crawford, one of the
organizers for the screening and a
member of the UMD Longboard
Club. "He can whip 720s on a short

BY EMMA FROMBERG
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Flowers
on Fridays
BY RACHAEL ELLIS
ellis352@d.umn.edu
Starting last week on the UMD
campus, a flower cart appeared at
the entrance of Kirby Plaza, right
by the UMD Bookstore.
"We're just trying to get our
name out there a little bit," said Jill
Letendre, the owner ofiThe Flower
Cart. "I have owned a shop on
Woodland Avenue for about five
years, and we assist with weddings,
but I feel like it would be nice if
our flowers were bought for the
little things too. Besides, it gives
me a chance to get to know my
community a little more," she said.
It's only her second week being
on campus and business is going
well. She has had many students
stop by for flowers, and hopes to
receive some special orders soon.
Letendre loves working with the
flowers and having her cart on
campus.

"It gives me a chance to do what
I love, and I can be creative instead
ofbeing cramped up in an office all
day," Letendre said.
The Flower Cart will remain on
campus pennanently throughout
the school year. They offer several
varieties of flowers, including
daisies and roses, for between five
and ten dollars per bundle, and are
happy to deliver.
"We'll be carrying different
kinds of flowers throughout the
holiday season, like evergreens,"
Letendre said. "Hopefully we'll
get some special orders once the
holidays hit:'
Students can find The Flower
Cart next to the UMD Booksto~e
on the first floor of Kirby Plaza
near the bus stop on Fridays from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Flower Cart
shop is located on 2303 Woodland
Ave. Students can reach them at
theflowercartllc@)yahoo.com or by
phone at 218-728-1455 to place an
order.

JOE OLIVIERI/STATESMAN
Roommates Amanda Johnson (right) and Shannon Greely (left) enjoy the independence involved with living in UM D's apartments.

Freshmen benefit from
living in dorms or apartn1ents
BY KATIE LAROCHE
laro0075@d.umn.edu
For freshmen students, living, in
the dorms may be a very different
experience than living in the apartments. Amanda Johnson, a freshman at UMD, picked to live in the
apartments because they offer more
space, amenities, and give that extra
edge of independence that dorms
do not offer.
"I love the kitchen, the bathroom
space, and not having to have a
roommate right there next to me all
the time," Johnson said. She says her
main motivator in picking the apartments was the increased level of independence.
On the flipside, some students
believe that some of the amenities
in the dorms outweigh those of the
apartments. Certainly having the
Dining Center (DC) at their exposal
is one great thing, among others.
Meghan Wall, a sophomore at
UMD who lived in Lake Superior

Hall (LSH) last year, said, "The
apartments may have more things,
but the dorms are convenient in the
winter, and they also offer a better
sense of community."
There are 500-600 freshmen living in the apartments and 200-300
of these students requested to live
in them. John Weiske, the housing
director at UMD, believes that experiences in either place varies due to
several reasons.
"Students who requested to live in
the apartments are going to have a
better time living in the apartments
than those who requested to live in
the dorms but still live in the apartments. And vice versa with living in
the dorms;' Weiske said.
Because there are many freshmen
living in the apartments, Weiske
decided to make some of the apartments 'freshmen only' living quarters. These places, such as Junction
and much of Oakland, have had programs specifically designed for them
so freshmen continue to get a great

first year experience. There are also
more RA's available in those .apartments.
Weiske added that building a
community is harder in the apartments so these programs are necessary. ''As with any program, those
who choose to participate will, and
those who don't want to, won't:'
Some freshmen may find it easier
to live in the apartments, depending on what they choose to do with
their living situation. As with any
college experience, students choose
to do what they want with it.
Kristin Spencer, an RA in LSH,
believes that the dorms truly offer a
better experience. "In the residence
halls, freshmen have more opportunities to interact with their floor
mates and get to know each other
on a personal level a lot better than
in the apartinents because they live
closer together:'

Football captain arrested
- - ------~+---

"I'm a 'baller. I'll kick your ass."
BY MANDA LILLIE
lil/0177@d.umn.edu
UMD student and former football captain Robert
Aurich was arrested Oct. 3 while intoxicated.
UMD football coach Bob Nilsen said to the Duluth
News Tribune that Aurich is no longer captain of the
Bulldogs and "we're dealing with it as an internal disciplinary matter."
Aurich's behavior at Grandma's Sports Garden,
according to the police report, indicated that he was
drunk. Aurich was approached by a security guard
and a police officer that told Aurich he had too much
to drink.
Aurich had a difficult time walking, tripped on the
stairs, and flung himself into a wall. His eyes were
bloodshot and he spit when he tried to talk. Also, his
speech was slurred.
The officer escorted Aurich out of the bar around 1
am. According to a second officer, Aurich pushed the
first officer back toward the door. The second officer
approached Aurich and ~old him he was under arrest.
Aurich struggled with the officers and they were

only able to handcuff one hand. An officer told Aurich that if he didn't place his hand behind his back he
would be tased.
According to the report Aurich allegedly said, "I'm
a 'baller. I'll kick your ass." And, "You're embarrassing
me. "
Aurich cooperated with the officers and placed his
other hand behind his back, but'he continued to push
against the officers and use vulgar language. A third officer responded and they attempted to place Aurich in
the back of the squad car. Aurich resisted, saying he
wouldn't get in the car, and the officer pushed him hard
enough that he also went into the car after Aurich.
Aurich is also reported to have said, "Do you think
you can take me to the ground? I'll beat you up right
now. "
As he was pushed into the vehicle, Aurich struck
his lip on the top of the door. Aurich kicked the officer in the chest and midsection, although the officer
reported it was more of a push than a kick and he is uninjured. Aurich's feet were pushed into the car before
they could close the door.
Aurich was held at the St. Louis County jail on a
$5,000 bail, and was released later that day.
St. Louis County Senior Assistant Attorney Leslie
Beiers said charges have not been filed as of Oct. 19,
but a criminal complaint is expected later in the week.

EMMA FROMBERG/STATESMAN

UMD's Major/Minor Expo is designed to help students choose the correct major or
minor to suit their interests.

Choosing a
•
•
maJor or minor
BY JACKIE SETTLE
sett0B7@d.umn.edu
Choosing a major or minor in
college is one of the most difficult
tasks that students will have to do
in their college careers. It takes critical thinking and self-evaluation to
figure out what studies to pursue
for a degree. It is a task that will affect the rest of a student's life.
Some things that students should
take into mind when beginning to
choose a major and/ or evaluating
one they have is identifying what
they like, and what interests them.
Look at particular strengths and
skills, knowledge in specific subjects and what jobs are available in
those fields to see if any of those
are of any interest at all.
When asked how she chose her
marketing major, sophomore Carolyn Mayberry responded, ''I've
always -been able to basically sell
ice to an eskimo. I don't really have
any other passions, so I decided
to work toward being a sales representative because I'm a natural
salesperson and very persuasive."
Kurt Guidinger, an academic ad-

visor for Labovitz School of Business and Economics (LSBE) and
professor for freshmen seminars,
gives many ideas to how students
should go about picking their majors. Some of the things he mentioned were networking within
families and friends, informational
interviews with people whose jobs
seem interesting, talking to professors, shadowing people in different
position~, and just getting exposure
to different career opportunities.
Other academic advisors and representatives advised that students
take some sort of assessment to get
a starting point, or talk to people in
the career services department.
Overall a consensus between the
professors, advisors and students
was to really look into those liberal
education classes. Though they are
required classes, they are used for
exploratory knowledge in many
different aspects for the benefit of
the student.
Though students don't have to
choose right away, it is very beneficial for students to choose their
majors because it does give a lot of
motivation and sets focus to the
rest of their college careers.

106 West Superior Street
Duluth, MN 55802

218.727.8139

www.cslplasma.com
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BY MIA MISHEK

mishe021@d.umn.edu

Through the struggles and joys of motherhood and the hardships of careers, UMD
alumnus Breanne DeFoe has made a name for
herself in the Duluth business community.
Breanne DeFoe graduated in the top fifteen
percent in her class from Duluth Central High
School. Her life took an unexpected turn when
she became pregnant her senior year, and her
life as a mother began.
Still wanting to go to college, she applied for
scholarships and eventually received one large
enough to cover most of the cost of school.
DeFoe had the option of going to any University of Minnesota campus, but chose Duluth
because she knew she'd need the support of
her family and friends in the future.
"I felt as if I had no option," DeFoe said.
"That all these different decisions weren't
what I wanted:' At that time DeFoe was bitter
but, "looking back, [she's] so glad [she] made
the decision to go to UMD."
And so her college career began. She almost

AS

"I expected that I'd fill out a piece of paper, send it in, get
interviews and get a job. Once I learned that wasn't how
it worked, I started talking to the right kind of people and
eventually started getting interviews."
·
- Breanne DeFoe (UMD Graduate)

immediately declared her major and joined ally started getting interviews," DeFoe said.
Like most college graduates, Defoe's first
the b'usiness school.
''I've always been interested in Marketing, job was a stepping-stone into her field. Lookhow businesses market themselves and really, ing for a director's position in the company she
any industry needs marketing and advertis- worked for, she took a less paying job in hopes
· of moving up. When the position she wanted
ing," DeFoe Said.
De Foe worked forty hours a week, while be- opened up, she applied but got beat out by a
ing a full time student and a mother. "I wasn't more experienced candidate. She said that it
the most involved student:'
was frustrating not getting what she wanted,
After graduation, DeFoe learned a very im- but understood and decided to move on.
Four jobs later, two in marketing and two
portant lesson.
"I expected that I'd fill out a piece of paper, in social organization, she found the job she
sencl it in, get interviews and get a job. Once loves. As the Sales and Marketing Manager at
I learned that wasn't how it worked, I started Gizmoz Promotional Products, she's in charge
talking to the right kind of people and eventu- of uniform and promotional product sales.

DTA ridership up
BY EMMA FROMBERG

fromb008@d.umn.edu

With the ever-expanding
popularity of the Duluth
Transit Authority (DTA) bus. es, this September's ridership
succeeded last September's
numbers with 92,159 riders
using the U-PASS program.
Marketing Director Tom Elwell had expected to see ridership surpass 100,000 riders,
but it didn't quite make it.
Of the 92,159 riders using U-PASS, 61,240 of those
RACHEL KRAFT/STATESMAN were UMD students with the
rest generated by students

Students continue to pack into Duluth Transit Authority Buses for the convenience they offer.

from St. Scholastica, Lake
Superior College and the
University of Wiscors1n Superior. This September had
the second highest ridership
ofUMD students since when
U-PASS started in 2000. The
only other higher month was
in Oct. 2008 at 75,825 rides.
The U-PASS program currently carries more riders in
one week than it carried per
month when it began, according to Elwell.
Elwell and the staff at the
DTA expect to see the 4-millionth ride from a U-PASS
user next May.

BY EMMA FROMBERG

fromb0D8@d.umn.edu

Rundown

On Friday, a female student was sent to detox after Duluth police found
her stumbling around the arena at the hockey game, vomiting on herself.
On Saturday, university police issued two underage consumptions, brought
a studerit to detox and issued two disorderly conduct tickets, one for public urination. Two different students were brought to the hospital by Gold
Cross ambulance after they passed out from intoxication at the football
game on Saturday, one in the women's restroom and one behind a garage
on Elizabeth Street.

Drunk students steal
wheelchair at homecoming
At Saturday's football game, university police responded to the theft of
a wheelchair. A SO-year-old male reported that someone stole his mother's
wheelchair, which was parked by the Grand Stand while they were watching
the game.
Officers spotted a group of college males on Woodland Avenue and Clover Street with a wheelchair. They identified the stolen wheel chair and a
male student being pushed in it. The male student pushing· the wheelchair
who admitted to drinking since early that morning, claimed that he was the
second one who took the chair and said he took it to push his friend who
was recovering from foot surgery.
The student pushing the stolen wheelchair was charged with theft, and
officers identified him from their previous experience with him when he
tampered with a fire extinguisher last year in Griggs, according to Sgt. Tim
LeGarde. The student being pushed in the wheelchair was charged with
possession of stolen property.
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10/21 /1 0 Opening night post-show reception
10/24/10 @2 pm: American Sign Language Interpreted Performance
10/27/10 @7:30 pm: 2 for 1 UMD Students (buy 1ticketandget 1free of equal value)
10/27 /10 Post-show Discussion
10/28/10 @7:30 pm: 2 for 1 UMD Faculty/Staff (buy 1ticket and get 1free of equal value)
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Student punches
window at the DECC
At Saturday's hockey game, a cheerleader reported a male student harassing the cheerleading team by making derogatory sexual comments. Officers
identified the intoxicated male student and spoke to him, but he denied harassing the cheerleaders. This incident is still under investigation, according
to Sgt. Legarde.
The student was cooperative with police and was escorted out of the
DECC after questioning. He attempted to return to the game but was confronted by DECC security. He than punched a window in the hallway of the
skywalk, breaking the window and injuring his hand. He was lodged at St.
Louis County Jail with felony charges of criminal damage to property for
breaking the window worth $1,500, and was still there on Monday night.
He is not allowed at Amsoil Arena or the DECC for a year.
Sgt. Tim Legarde said that most problems over homecoming weekend
were from Btu dents over 21 years of age, especially from the "keg crawl" that
. consisted of over 400 students.

BOB NIE-LSON

0
·

Minnesota Duluth - DIV. II
www.CoachOfTheYear.com

Stop by UMD Stores Computer Corner
EVERYDAY through Dec. 3 to SHOW US
YOUR VOTE FOR UMD's BOB NIELSON with your
laptop, smart phone, or mobile internet device.

OEnter to
win an iPad*
* See UMD Stores Computer Comer for contest rules.

Winner will be announced on
www.umdstores.com, www.umdalumni.com, and the UMD Alumnl and UMD Stores facebook pages.

STUDENT LIFE

Student Life Editor Kaitlin Paulsen is at pau1s478@d.umn.edu .
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UMD's production
goes beyond the
stage
BY ADAM WHEELER

wheel228@d.umn.edu
The UMD Theatre Department
will be performing their version
of the musical "South Pacific" this
month. The director of the play,
UMD professor Bill Payne, plans on
making it a special event for Duluth
veterans of war.
"When I was in college, it was
during the Vietnam war,'' said Payne,
"and my generation didn't handle
the aftermath of that war well, so
this is our way of honoring the veterans"
"South Pacific" is a love story that
takes place in the Pacific Islands
during World War II. The musical
was first on Broadway in 1949 and
has since received numerous awards
including a Pulitzer Prize for Drama
in 1950.
Payne, the son of a prisoner of
war and the father of a son enlisted
in the National Guard, says that every branch of the military will have
two nights of the musical dedicated
to them.
'TU never forget what service is,"
Payne said.
Opening night will be held in
honor of the UMD Air Force ROTC
and all area student veterans.
Opening night, which takes place
on Wednesday, Oct. 20 at 7p.m., will
also play host to what the University
is calling a "Salute to Veterans:'

This performance will be preceded by speeches from both Chancellor Lendley Black and Mayor Don
Ness.
'Tm very pleased that UMD is
performing South Pacific and being
very ,deliberate to honor our service
men and women," Ness said. "We
have so many Duluthians who have
proudly served our country:•
Chancellor Black's father was
a Marine on a battleship during
WWII.
"I think this is a great opportunity to show our combined support
[with Mayor Ness]," Black said.
''.Anything we can do to honor these
brave men and women is time well_spent."
In addition to providing free tickets to veterans and acknowledging
their presence before each performance, there will be one seat left
open for every showing of the musical in what Payne is calling a "symbolic act:'
The seat is supposed to represent
all the men and women that are currently deployed overseas.
Amanda Speare, who plays the
character of Dinah Murphy, feels
strongly about the impact they're
making.
"This is not just a show for us,"
Speare said. "We're really doing
something:'
In the lobby outside the theater
students can view displays that

JOE OLIVIERI/STATESMAN
The UMD Theatre Department's highly anticipated production "South Pacific" opens this Wednesday at 7 p.m.

chronicle the history of each of the
United States' conflicts since WWII
and recognize Duluth-natives involved in them.
"They do a great thing for us and
we can't fight," said Gracie Anderson, who plays Nellie Forbush. "So
we feel like this is our little duty:'

Also in the lobby will be veteran
resource groups offering assistance
to anyone feeling the effects of an
American conflict.
"Soldiers are trained to be able to
help themselves, so they may not
think they need it. Sometimes the
veteran isn't the one that asks for

help," Payne said.
"South Pacific" will run from Oct.
20-23 at 7 p.m., then on Oct. 24 at 2
p.m. The final performances will go
from Oct. 27-30 at 7:30 p.m.
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BY SARA ANDERSON

ande89 79@d.umn.edu

The effects of
sleep deprivation
College students have challenging classes that require a significant
amount of time spent on homework, projects, papers and studying. On top of school, many college
students have a job or participate in
extracurricular activities.
With a very busy schedule, sleep

can be a distant unattainable dream.
However, sleep deprivation can have
significant implications on grades,
work performance, well-being and
safety.
Have you ever struggled to stay
awake during class? According to
WebMD, "Sleep deprivation induces significant reductions in performance and alertness. Reducing
your nighttime sleep by as little as
one and a half hours for just one
night could result in a reduction of
daytime alertness by as much as 32
percent:'
A 32 percent reduction in alertness can hurt your overall performance in a course.
Chronic sleep deprivation can
also up the chances of insomnia.
According to WebMD, "Up to onethird of Americans have symptoms
of insomnia: however, less than 10
percent of those are identified by

primary-care doctors."
Have you ever struggled to read a
textbook and had to re-read sections
because you were so tired?
WebMD states that "decreased
alertness and excessive daytime
sleepiness impair your memory and
your cognitive ability ·· your ability
to think and process information''.
This means sleep deprivation can
hinder the effectiveness of study sessions and textbook reading.
Sleep deprivation can also be a
safety hazard. WebMD states, "The
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates
conservatively that each year drowsy
driving is responsible for at least
100,000 automobile crashes, 71,000
injuries, and 1,550 fatalities''.
Not getting enough sleep can also
lower your tolerance to alcohol and
can increase the effects of alcohol at
a quicker rate.

In addition, loss of sleep can expa,nd your waistline and has been
suggested to be a contributing factor to obesity.
A quote from WebMD by John
Winkelman, MD, PhD, medical director of the Sleep Health Center
at Brigham and Women's Hospital and assistant professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School
states,"What most people do not realize is that better sleep habits may
be instrumental to the success of
any weight management plan:'
Often times, in a diet and exercise
plan, the amount of sleep gets overlooked. However, it is an important
factor in weight loss.
Some suggestions for a healthy
sleep schedule:
1. Block out eight hours for sleep
every night. Prioritize what needs to

get done in a day, sign offFacebook,
do homework in the library and
•
turn off the TV.
2. Get up at a consistent time every morning. Let weekend wake up
times only vary by one hour.
3. Don't do homework in bed.
4. Don't eat late at night because that
can make it difficult to sleep. Finish
eating 2-3 hours before bedtime.
5. Don't take naps late in the day,
keep it short and before 5 p.m.
6. Avoid caffeine late in the afternoon.
7. Turn the clock to face the other
direction, no more worrying about
the time (don't forget to set that
alarm though!)
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Zombies invade UMD

BY KAITLIN PAULSEN

pauls478@d.umn.edu

Since last week, a number of UMD students have been behaving a bit odd. It's
almost as if the swine flu has resurfaced.
Could it be the aftermath of homecoming
or that Halloween is fast approaching?
Perhaps the answer can be found with
Patient Zero. Who is Patient Zero? The
very person who started UMD Zombie invasion.
If you haven't received an invitation from
Facebook, chances are you've either heard
of UMD Zombie Invasion from word of
mouth or from students wearing red and
green bandanas on their arms.
The UMD Zombie Invasion is a game of
human vs. zombie to see who will prevail
in the end. It was started by senior Robert
Finlayson a.k.a. Patient Zero.
UMD's zombie invasion began when
Finlayson chatted with a friend from Winona State over Skype. During their conversation, the topic of Winona's own zombie
invasion came up. Finlayson instantly liked
the idea.
"He showed me Wh1ona's event page
for the game, and all I did was adjust some
rules and add a few of my own to fit UMD's
demographic,'' Finlayson said.
Finlayson began the game Monday, Oct.
11. Since then, over 471 members have
joined according to its Facebook page.
The game commenced with one person
wearing a green bandana. This person was
the zombie.
The rules are as follows:
If a zombie tags a human wearing a red
bandana, the human becomes a zombie and
can begin tagging other people. If a zombie
does not tag anyone within a week, they die
of starvation and are out of the game.
Zombies are not allowed to tag anyone
inside academic buildings or outside of
campus, but dorm buildings and tunnels

are free reign. The game ends on Oct. 31
or until the last human survivor turns into
a zombie.
There are other various rules to this game,
such as anti-viruses that can turn zombies
back into humans and that hitting zombies
with socks can freeze them for 10 seconds,
so that a human may escape.
Junior Patrick Delany, currently a zomhie, was also intrigued by the premise of the
game.
"I decided to play because when you
watch those movies about people trying to
survive the zombie apocalypse, they always
do something that you think is really stupid
. and this is your chance to prove how good
you could actually be!" Delaney said.
Delaney has also had his fair share of
zombie attacks.
"Nicholas Koppendrayer, a zombie,
saw me near the top of the stairs in Kirby.
I took off down the DC hallway as he was
approaching me from behind. I could hear
him and the people facing the opposite
direction, as their eyes got wider. I turned
d
h
1 h
11 d
my h ea to see ow c ose e was, pu e
out my sock and hit him just as he slid up
behind me. I managed to escape while he
was stunned, and I recovered up on Griggs
Beach, lucky to be alive," Delaney said.
Finlayson has big plans for the future of
UMD Zombie Invasion.
"I just pitched an idea to Kirby Program
Board-zombie themed, and after I graduate
in the spring I hope this will continue to
be a fun event campus-wide. I hope people
will always get a big ~ck out of it, one-twothree years down the line," Finlayson said.
Check out the Facebook event page to
see what's happening this week in the world
of zombies at http://www.facebook.com/
h
h k
ome.p p?s =group- 145701998808505
&ap=l.
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BY RACHEL SMITH
smit5845@d.umn.edu
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Man is one O t e on Y species of animals on the planet
that can alter their environment in a permanent way.
We are also highly capable of
harmonizing our ways of consciousness and living with the
beauty of nature. Even if a person is not a native of Duluth,
one can clearly see how people h~re keep themselves in a
peaceful balance with nature.
Elizabeth James, an assis: tant professor of ceramics at
• UMD, has expressed life in
• Duluth and manifested hu-
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man creations in clay with a
new exhibition, "Borrowed
Essence: The Ceramic Work
of Elizabeth James•; at the Duluth Art Institute.
"I grew up in the Northwest
where a landscape of patterns,
vast expanses, and the cyclical
and fleeting nature of life are
very apparent,'' James said.
James says her paSt has influenced her ceramic forms.
"Using clay as a creative device allows me to explore the
perfect balance and depth of
visual texture that I remember
from my youth and the progression oflife," James said.
Using clay, James harmo-

OLIVIA FRANTI/STATESMAN
"Borrowed Essence: The Ceramic Work of Elizabeth James" will be on
display at the Duluth Art Institute until Dec. 5.

nizes the aspects of nature
with the creations of mankind. Each piece that seems
manmade is supported by elements of nature's creation. Spirals harkening to Celtic beliefs
of life, death, and rebirth, Fibonacci's mathematical codes,
and complimentary colors are
all "crayons" of a coloring box
used in James' exhibition of
ceramic forms.
In my opinion, the most important natural element in the
whole "Borrowed Essence"
is the pebble. Living next to
Lake Superior, we as residents
mostly take the form of the
pebble for granted. James,
however, makes a pebble stand
out due the other forms she
presents around this simplistic
and minimalist element.
James makes the viewer
reflect on the many forces of
nature necessary to the ere-

ation of a pebble while we, as
humans, using the earth's resources for tool making, cannot possibly craft such simple
gifts.
I highly recommend spending some quiet time taking in
what the ceramics have to say
about the natural world and us.
"Borrowed Essence" opened
on Oct. 7 and will be open to
the public until Dec. 5, 20 l Oat
the Duluth Art Institute ( 4th
floor of the Historic Depot on
Michigan Street across from
the Public Library). An Artist Dialogue will be held on
Thursday, Oct. 21, 2010 from
6-7 p.m. as well as an Exhibit
Celebration on Nov. 4 from
5-7 p.m. The Institute is open
everyday from 9:30 a.m. to 6
p.m. Admission is free to the
public.
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¥ou, me and UMD: QASU's
Fall Drag Show spectacular
BY KAITLIN PAULSEN
pauls478@d.umn.edu
Words to describe this year's fall
drag show: fierce, glitter, cartwheels,
pigs, Bieber fever, and, of course her
ladyship - Gaga.
I was once what you would call a
"drag virgin:' Before last Saturday,
I had never been to a show where
women dressed as men or men
dressed as women and boy ( or girl)
was I astounded by the amount of
talent and entertainment contained
in this show.
In the Kirby Ballroom, covered
in rainbow balloons and streamers,
emcees Natalie Klueg and Julian
Vela warmed up an already rowdy
audience for what was sure to be an
eventful and, most importantly, sexy
evening.
The show began with the duo
performing "Elephant Love Medley" from the film "Moulin Rouge''.
Laughter ensued while Klueg, wearing a voluptuous red tutu, sang the
lead male's part, and Vela sang the
female's.
The Queer and Allied Student
Union ( QASU) puts together two
drag shows every year to raise money for their student organization.
Profits made from ticket sales and
tips during the show help students
to attend two GLBT conferences
each year.
Drag shows held at UMD also
serve another important purpose.
"It shows that we have a good tolerance for diversity, especially since
the drag show is so widely attended.
I'd say that our crowd is primarily
straight people," said Chairperson
of QASU, Katia Watson.
According to Watson, drag shows
are a big part of queer culture and
students become able to transcend
the rules of gender through them.
She hopes that after these shows,

GLBT students will be more visible
and heard throughout the school.
"We as a population are not a visible minority. The color of our skin
isn't different, we don't practice different religions, so we need to get
out there and educate people and
show people that we are here and we
are here to stay;' Watson said.
A very important aspect of the
drag show is the audience. With a
cheering crowd, drag queens and
kings enjoy the limelight of the stage
while performing.
"I just love performing for people.
Their reaction -and their applause/'
said drag queen Veronica Love. "My
mother adores it; she always has so
much fun:'
"It's fun to dress up as a guy and
just do whatever I want to do and
· really be able to interact with the
crowd and see people having a good
time and get excited," Watson said
(who's drag name is Steve).
Although there were many highlights of the evening, like drag
queens executing cartwheels in
5-inch heels, the Bieber impersonations were something to see.
Jason Goodthrust performed Bieber quite well, and as he lip-synched,
there were times I forgot the person
in front of me was actually female.
Another Bieber impersonator Izzy
Dynamite portrayed a timid Bieber
in a schoolboy's outfit - complete
with penguin backpack and Ringpops in his pockets for the ladies.
A force to be reckoned was the
seasoned drag queen Ashley Saint
Storm. This was not her first time
performing at a drag show, and this
became exceedingly apparent by
her primal moves to the Katy Perry
song, "Peacock".
The drag show also included Lady
Gaga music, which was played more
than once in the course of the evening. .Both Eva Destruction and

Glittertitz popped and locked their
bodies in a way that would have
made the "Just Dance" songstress
proud.
Everi though the show was three
hours long, time was of the essence
to both emcees, and as the show
progressed they made sure to keep
it moving.
"We're just gonna keep on trucking, like a big drag truck covered in
glitter," Klueg said.
Finally, the most surprising moment of the night was when an audience member snuck a teacup pig
into the show. As drag queen Kysa
Williams worked her magic on the
stage, this audience member handed her pig off to Williams who proceeded to "work it" down the runway like it was a Gucci handbag.
Before the end of the show, Klueg
brought attention to the "gay, fine by
me" t-shirts that have been circulating around the school from QASU.
The printing of these t-shirts actually started with straight allies who
wanted to show support for their
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender friends.
QASU is working to get a picture on the Fine By Me's website by
gathering all students that have purchased the t-shirts for a group photo
on Thursday 5:00 p.m. in Kirby
Plaza by the transit station. Klueg
said that this would be a way for everyone to show that they are "okay
with the gay:'
The finale of the drag show was
the biggest spectacle of the night. A
mock dance battle between Bieber,
Ke$ha, and the party band 30H3 !
ended the evening the best way possible - with the glittery Ke$ha losing the battle.
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RACHEL KRAFT/STATESMAN
Fierce and fabulous drag queens and kings strut their stuff in the Kirby Ballroom last
Saturday.
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BY CHARLOTTE CROWLEY
crowl149@d.umn.edu

TOP TEN
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DEERHUNTER
ARCADE FIRE
NO AGE
VASELINES
DIAMOND RINGS
DIRTY PROJECTORS
DARK DARK DARK
HUNDRED IN THE HANDS
MARNIE STERN

Halcyon Digest
The Suburbs
Everything In Between
Sex With An X
Special Affections
Bille Orea
Wild Go
Hundred In The Hands
Marnie Stern (2010)

ALBUM SPOTLIGHT
Artist: Grinderman
Album: Grinderman 2

Designer looks
for less
I have to be honest. The original
title of this article was "can cheap
look as good as designer?" I sat _and
I pondered and it didn't take me a
long time to answer, no.
But the truth is, as much as I lust
after designer brands and drool over
fashion spreads, I just can't afford to
shop designer. And if I could, certain things I just could not condone.
Alexander Wang may be famous for
his t-shirts, but I'll get mine for $5,
thanks.
But as much as we're told that you
can't buy style, and this is true, a
splash of current trends in our outfits can make us feel like a million
dollars. So here is my advice on getting a designer look, on a less than
designer budget.

1. Check out college-priced
imitations
There's a reason why stores like
Forever 21 are always getting sued

Grinderman is the latest project from essential alternative
rock personality Nick Cave. Backed by members from the
Bad Seeds, Cave and company have crafted a sound that
retains the bluesy influence of the Bad Seeds but aligns
more with loud, experimental garage rock. The impressive
rhythm section keeps the songs focused allowing multiinstrumentalist Warren Ellis to grind on his bouzouki, viola,
and tenor guitar in spacey jamsr with a tinge psyc~,edelia all
while keeping Nick Cave's electric guitar and poet diction at
the forefront. Grinderman 2 sounds more polished than its
predecessor, but to call it"restrained"would be a crime; this
album's sound is just as badass as its cover art. You won't find
an album simultaneously this sleaiy, blasphemous, and
exceedingly literate from anyone else this year. If you have
yet to explore the extensive Nick Cave·catalogue, it wouldn't
hurt to start here.

- Joe lannazzo

by big-named designers. Anna Sui
and Diane Von Frustenberg have
both sued the company for imitating their designs. These stores are
really, really good at imitating items
that cost thousands of dollars for
under 30 bucks. Imitators have to
make at least five alterations from
the original item, but who notices ,
little details like stitching or slightly
different material? The big stores
have a duty to recreate the catwalk.
All big design ideas eventually
trickle down into more affordable
stores.

2. Try TJ Maxx/ eBay/ Outlet
malls
If you're dead-set on something
designer, you can find designer
clothes much cheaper if you avoid
getting them brand new. Outlet
malls are the perfect place to grab
something at a fraction of what you
would normally pay. Ebay is the
place to go for items that are no longer available, or a few seasons old.
And don't forget TJ Maxx for designer bargains! It might take some
hunting but you never know what
you'll find!
3. Go vintage
Fashion is always repeating itself.
With the recession, people are selling their clothes and going secondhand instead ofbrand new. If you're
bored of the mall, have a look at
vintage and thrift stores. A friend of

mine got a designer purse at a bargain price because the lady in the
shop didn't know it was a designer
brand.

4. Customize
If you have the patience, customizing is a great way to upgrade your
clothes for the new season. This season it was all about studs and faux
fur. A simple black bag can look
more on trend with just a few glueon studs, or cheap boots can look
amazing with a dash of fake fur. It's
also a great way to save money and
fall in love again with old items you
haven't picked up for months.
5. Designer Collaborations
I am one of the lucky girls who
managed to get a hold on a Mulberry for Target back this week,
and I am over the moon. Target
and H&M are two of the stores
most famous for their designer collaborations - and they often sell out
in a flash! Roberto Cavalli's range
for H&M sold out in five hours,
worldwide. If you're desperate to
bag something truly designer for
a bargain price, keep your eye out
for these collaborations. The next
big thing is Lavin for H&M which
launches in November. I'll see you
in the 4 a.m. queue.

Guest Artist Concert:
+10]1!,!1 Laura Young, solo classical guitar

· -~~iw=-:~=i,=i-"==:]

Frlday;October22,2010 - 1:30pm

Winner of several prestigious prizes at international
, competitions, including the "Andres Segovia" in
•1 Palma de Mallorca, Spain.
Adult SlO/Senior SB/Student FREE

Choral Ensembles

Su~Oduber24,2010 - 3:00pm

University Singers, Chamber Singers and Concert Chorale.
Irish music is the spotlight for this concert, and premieres "Street Dancer"
a new work by Irish composer Rhona Clarke.
Adu lt SB/Senior S7/Student SS/UMD Student S3

www.kumd.org/thebasement

Ovation Guest Artist Series Concert:
Nicholas Mallarte, piano

~ ~ 2 0 1 0 - 7:30pm

Special visiting professor from The Regional
Conservatory of Bou/ogne-Bi/lancourt, France.
Adult $19/Senior $17 /Student SS

For the full listing of UMD Music events visit: http://www.d.umn.edu/music
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Did we mention that we have a Clubhouse and Pool?

NOW LEASING for the 2011 .. 12 school year - Boulder Ridge Luxury Student Rental Apartments:
Studio, 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms with Balconies ANO Campus Park Villas & Townhomes: 4 or 5 bedrooms with 2 baths
Other great amenities include: • Community Room with Big Screen TV • Tanning Beds • Fitness Area • Free Self-Serve Coffee
Free Heat• Game Room • Business Center with internet hookup and printer • FREE Shuttle Bus to and from UMD & St. Scholastica

•[Boulder Ridge
.

1.UXURY APARTMENT H()MES

218.728.3700

www .boulderridgeduluth.com

I

i
facebook

Leasing Office:
502 Boulder Drive (just off Rice Lake Road)

218.727.2400

www.campusparkmn.com
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Sport s Edito r Brian M ichaud is at micha275@d.umn.edu
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Former Baltimore Colt to
speak on domestic violence
BY MANDEE KUGLIN
kugli005@d.umn.edu
A year ago, a woman was murdered by
her husband in Duluth. Friends and family reached out to the Duluth organization
Men as Peacemakers and the community to
try and make a difference. The momentum
accelerated and UMD, the College of St.
Scholastica and the City of Duluth joined
their effort. This collaboration has brought
internationally known speaker Joe Ehrmann
to Duluth.
Men as Peacemakers recruited Coach Joe
Ehrmann to speak on the topic of domestic
violence from 8-9:30 p.m. in the Romano
Gym on Wednesday, Oct. 27. Other events
are planned as well.
Parade Magazine named Ehrmann the
most important coach in America. He was
also a lineman for the former NFL team the
Baltimore Colts. He is now a High School
Defensive Football Coach, the co-founder
of Building Men and Women for Others and
the president of Coach for America.
Men as Peacemakers, UMD, College of
St. Scholastica and the City of Duluth have
formed a committee to work together to
bring Ehrmann to the area. UMD Head Basketball Coach Gary Holquist is on this committee along with Frank Jewell, the director
of the organization Men as Peacemakers.
"We noticed an escalation of domestic violence and violence against women in the City
of Duluth," Holquist said. "We got a group
together to see if we cculd change the mindset and also promote men having healthy
relationships with wolllen."
The committee wi.nted to be proactive
about this issue anc not reactive. "In our
society, there are people who are looked on
as leaders and role models," Holquist said.
"We want to make mre these people understand how to build healthy relationships and
create a healthy, fair and just society."
Ehrmann's mesiage focuses on having
healthy relationships. "If you know of or
are involved in a h~althy relationship, it will
eliminate aggression toward your partner,"
Holquist said. "The goal is to show what
good people do in a good society."
Though Ehrmann has made his fame as
an NFL player, his message is not meant to
be heard just by athletes. 'Tm a coach, but
I'm also an educator. In our lives we are all
coaches at some point," Holquist said. "This

"We noticed an escalation
of domestic violence and
violence against women in
the City of Duluth."

NSIC Overall

Team

NORTH

UMD
St. Cloud State
Bemidji

-Joe Ehrmann

Northern State

is not just for student athletes. Ehrmann
really teaches coaching as a lifestyle for people from all walks oflife."
Ehrmann hopes this session will decrease
violence against women. He wrote, "Violence against women is often thought of as
a women's issue; but it is a mistake to call
men'.s violence a women's issue," Ehrmann
said. "Since men are overwhelmingly the
perpetrators of this violence, this men's issue
calls to question the cultural values that produce men who hurt women."
One topic that Ehrmann touches on in
his speeches is the issue of being a man. "At
an early age, boys are fitted with emotional
straightjackets tailored by a restricted code
of behavior that falsely defines masculinity.
In the context of 'stop crying,' 'stop those
emotions,' and 'don't be a sissy,' we define
what it means to 'be a man,' " Ehrmann has
this message, "Adherence to this 'boy code'
leaves many men dissociated from their feelings and incapable of accessing, naming,
sharing, or accepting many of their emotions."
Through his lectures, Ehrmann hopes to
redefine what masculine and feminine truly
mean in today's society. By doing this, he
hopes men will be able to become more in
touch with their emotions and not have what
Ehrmann calls "empathy-deficit disorder."
"Each man and every coach must start
challenging the social norms that define
manhood and hold other men and players
accountable for their behavior toward women," Ehrmann said.
Holquist and the domestic violence committee hope that by bringing Ehrmann to
Duluth there will be long-term effects. "We
want to find leaders in the community to
reach out and make long-term solutions to
this issue," Holquist said. "A quick fix solution isn't going to work. We need follow
through."
Holquist says that the ultimate goal of
this collaborative effort is to be "a vehicle for

MSU Moorhead
University of Mary
Crookston
Augustana
Concordia-St. Paul
Winona State
Wayne State
Minnesota State

change in the community." Men as Peacemakers wants to partner with UMD students, staff, and faculty to make a long term
commitment to finding solutions. They will
be creating a mentorship program with the
community and Duluth students.
Coach Joe Ehrmann will be in Duluth for
five days, holding workshops and giving keynote speeches. He will be at the College of
St. Scholastica on Tuesday, Oct. 26.
He will come to UMD on Wednesday,
Oct. 27 where he will hold workshops on
building healthy relationships and tips for
mentoring students for the student leaders, staff and faculty. His keynote speech at
UMD will take place from 8-9:30 p.m. in the
Romano Gym.
Finally, he will present a speech to key
stakeholders in the Duluth community on
Thurs., Oct. 28 on creating long-term solutions to this issue.
This circuit is meant to help the City of
Duluth, UMD and CSS "get together to collaborate and do something to help the community and make Duluth a better place to
live," Holquist said.
For more information, contact Frank
Jewell at Men as Peacemakers www.menaspeacemakers.org, or Gary Holquist, 7266185, gholquis@d.umn.edu.
All Statistics are from the Alabama Coalition Against Domestic Violence.

SW MN State
Upper Iowa

Team
Concordia-St. Paul
UMD
Wayne State
SW MN State
St. Cloud State
Moorhead
Minnesota State
Augustana
Winona
Northern State
Bemidji
Upper Iowa
University of Mary
Crookston

6-0
5-2
4-3
5-2
4-3
3-4
1-6

Bemidji

Augustana

UMD
Minnesota State
St. Cloud State
Universitt of Mart

Resilience is what makes a good
team great.
After losing a key part of their offense late in the week the Bulldogs
were able to cruse over the University of Mary on Saturday. Without
the division II touchdown leader Isaac
Odim in the lineup Saturday, the Bulldogs were still able to maintain their
high-powered offense. They really did
Maroon the Marauders, all before a
riled Homecoming crowd of 4,545 at
Malasky Stadium.
In the absence of All American Isaac
Odim, senior running back Brad Foss
played wonderfully by rushing 14
times for 121 yards and a career-high
three touchdowns.
"Someone texted us this morning
and told us Odim wasn't going to play,
and that's a good thing for us. But in
reality, we knew that Foss, their offenLARAMIE CARLSON/STATESMAN
sive line, and every part of their team Bulldog defenders Robbie Aurich, Colby Ring, and Matt Haas take down University of Mary running back Jamal Lomax.
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BY BILL ZIEGLER
ziegl149@d.umn.edu

Concordia-St. Paul
Northern State ·
Ugger Iowa
Wayne State
Crookston
Moorhead
SW MN State

8-2-0
8-2-0
7-1-1
7-1-1
5-4-0
4-4-1
3-3-4
4-5-0
3-4-3
3-5-1
1-4-4
2-7-0
1-7-1
0-7-2

11-2-0
8-4-2
9-4-1
10-3-1
8-6-0
5-7-2
4-6-5
5-7-1
5-6-4
7-6-1
5-5-4
2-10-2
1-11-1
1-9-2

we're not just a one-man team:'
"When you have an impact player like Isaac
out, you need guys to step up and we had
that today," said UMD coach Bob Nielson. "I
thought both Foss and Vogler, among others,
did a tremendous job in Isaac's absence:'
'The Bulldogs have extended their winning
streak to seven games and as a result of their
hard work and talent, look to not be far away
from another undefeated regular season.

contributed to this team, it will take a huge
effort. They have to make up for that loss in
each phase of the game. Going above and beyond not only on offense, but on defense and
special teams too. What it will take are players
stepping into the role and meeting the expectations that are set for them.
"That was good to make a statement," Foss
said. "This is not going to change anything. We
have run the same offense for three years, and
we know what we're doing. I guess this proves
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JOiN US FOR GREAT ·,,':;
:: FOOD & PRIZES , ··~ ',
. DURING EVERY , ·
VIKINGS GAME!
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3-3
2-4
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Winona

Get raffle ticket.s up :until
kick off time for a chance
• to win Vikings gear, food
. or drinks throughout: the
' game. Plus, FREE food at '
half-time! '·

7-0
6-1
4-3
1-6
2-5
1-6
1-6

SOUTH

Victory for DMD' s Homecoming

is still really good," said Mary coach
Myron Schulz. "They're just really talented. They dominated us. Our redshirts back
home have no idea how good Duluth is, but
this is a learning curve for our young players
who made the trip. This is the level every team
strives to get to:'
UMD was able to produce some points early on, scoring on four of their first five drives.
The Bulldogs are confident that they can
make up for the loss of running back Odim.
As great of a player as he is and as much as he
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3-3
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UMD Volleyball fights breast
cancer one match at a time
BY BRIAN MICHAUD

micha275@d.umn.edu
As many of you know, October
is anually dedicated as national
breast cancer awareness month.
The evidence runs rampant. From
pink ribbons popping up seemingly out of nowhere, to the NFL
wearing pink colored equipment,
the nation has put a precedence
on curing this devastating disease.
The fingers of breast cancer know
no boundaries. Even the pristine
atmosphere of Duluth is polluted
by the cold and callous hands of
breast cancer. Some people stand
by idly, refusing to fight back,
while others take a more proactive
approach and decide to attack this
disease. The latter group includes
our very own UMD Volleyball
team.
This weekend, the UMD Volleyball team is sponsoring various
themes for their series of matches
against St. Cloud State and Concordia. The festivities begin Friday
evening as the team hosts "Jersey
Shore Night." Students are en-

couraged to come and support the
team as they take on St. Cloud.
Make sure you pack the stands
with all of the 'Snookis' and 'Situations' that UMD has to offer. Even
DJ Pauly D can come, if someone
is willing to dress like him.
Saturday has a more modest
theme. The night is titled "Dig
Pink" since the team will be using their game to raise money for
the Breast Cancer Center at St.
Luke's Hospital. The UMD Volleyball team will be selling t-shirts
to commemorate the night, while
the proceeds from the shirt sales
will be donated to St. Luke's. Obviously, the more t-shirts, the more
money which will ultimately make
the lives of those suffering from
breast cancer in our community a
portion better. Come and support
the team and your con1munity by
attending "Dig Pink" night this
weekend at Romano Gymnasium.
It will begin Friday at 7 p.m., and
Saturday is slated for a 4 p.m. start
time.

- Coach Plante

BY BRIAN MICHAUD

micha275@d.umn.edu
UMD and the DECC played host to the Providence University
Friars this past weekend in their version of a homecoming matchup.
Similar to their other athletic counterparts, they walked away unscathed.
Friday night was a special night for Bulldog hockey fans. This night
marked the final home opener to take place in the original arena at
the DECC. Next year, the team will shed their old school arena for
the shiny new AMSOIL arena, which is set to open midway through
this season. However, the Bulldogs did justice to their home on Friday evening.
It was clear to see the difference between the two squads. UMD had
the upper hand throughout most of the weekend and did not trail for
a majority of the contests. Friday evening featured the breakout party

Standings

Team

WCHA Overall
Nebraska-Omaha
2-2-0 4-0-0
North Dakota
2-0-0 3-0-1
Michigan Tech
1-0-1 3-0-2
Minnesota State
0-1-1 0-1-3
Alaska Anchorage
0-0-0 1-2-1
Colorado Colleqe
0-0-0 2-1-1
Denver
0-0-0 1-2-1
UMD
0-0-0 3-0-1
St. Cloud State
0-0-0 1-2-1
Wisconsin
0-0-0 3-1-0
Bemidji State
0-2~0 0-2-0
Minnesota
0-2-0 2-2-0

Team
UMD
North Dakota
Ohio State
Wisconsin

Men's Hockey opener left the Bulldogs with a win
"The WCHA is the most difficult league in
college hockey. We will be ready."

82

for UMD Freshman J.T. Brown. Brown scored his first career goal in
his first career home game on a beautiful display of hockey prowess.
"J.T. is a player that played solid throughout the preseason," UMD
assistant coach Derek Plante said. "He just decided that he wants to
play in this league."
Later in the game, Justin Fontaine began his senior year scoring
campaign with a sneaky goal sponsored by UMD favorite Jack Connolly. The highlight of the night came later in the second period when
junior Travis Oleksuk was taken.down on a breakaway. The referees
awarded a penalty shot, and Oleksuk capitalized on the opportunity
by sniping the Friar goaltender right under the glove. The game finished with a 4-2 margin in favor of the Bulldogs.
On Saturday, the hockey team decided to take a play out of the
playbook of the football team. They decided to obliterate any chance
of the other team winning the contest. By a margin of7-1, the Bulldogs sent the Friars packing back to their homes in Rhode Island.
The team looks forward to the future, when WCHA competition begins this weekend against the Alaska Anchorage Seawolves.
"You know, we have been lucky so far this season," Coach Plante
said. "We will be ready. Providence plays alot like Anchorage, they
forecheck hard. These games have gotten us ready to begin playing
against these teams. The WCHA is the most difficult league in college hockey. We will be ready:'

Bemidji State
Minnesota
Minnesota State
St. Cloud State

WCHA Overall
3-1-0 3-1-0
3-1-0 4-2-0
2-0-0 4-0-0
2-0-0 4-0-0
0-2-0 2-4-0
0-2-0 3-2-0
0-2-0 1-2-1
0-2-0 0-5-0
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JAPANESE RESTAURANT
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STUDENT DISCOUNT

lo~.0 OFF.COUPON

WITHTH!S

**not valid on lunch specials, happy hour specials. or alcohol.
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Men's Hockey brings in new THl:RUNDOW
faces, .keeps some old ones
FOOTBALL (7-0)

IBY BRIAN MICHAUD

1micha275@d.umn.edu
For as long as I can remember, the state of
Minnesota has been the state of hockey. The
thousands of frozen lakes and rivers provide
the perfect venue. This sport is the lifeblood
of the iron range, and it is back in season.
lhe UMD Men's hockey team has begun
their quest for a national championship.
Taking the ice this past weekend at home for
the first time, the team unveiled all of their
shiny new toys. This is a new look for the
Bulldog squad, which boasts one of the more
impressive entering freshman classes in recent memory.
Max Tardy is back in town making his leap
into Division I college hockey. Tardy grew
up a stone's throw from the DECC, and has
returned to his hometown to play for UMD.
Tardy spent his prep years as a Greyhound,
skating for Duluth East high school. After a
season in the USHL, Tardy has grown both
physically and mentally and is ready for the
challenges that lay ahead in the WCHA.
J.T. Brown has earned himself a UMD
sweater. After a productive stint in the USHL
with the Waterloo Black Hawks, Brown got
the call up to the big show. Hailing from the
I

beautiful city of Rosemount, J.T. Brown is another Mr. Hockey finalist that _has chosen to
enlist his services on the North Shore. Brown
is an exciting young player, who brings an instant scoring threat to the ice with his deceiving skills and surprising elusiveness.
lhe forwards don't have all of the recruits.
lhe blue line gets a few as well. One of them
is another fellow Minnesota native. His name
is Justin Faulk. Faulk grew up playing high
school hockey in South St. Paul. A product
of the metro, Faulk left high school to play for
the infamous U.S. National Under-17 team
two seasons ago, and moved on the Under18 team last season. Faulk was a dominant
force at the point for both teams, and some
big name teams began to take notice. All of
this attention culminated when Faulk was
selected in the 2nd round of the 201~ NHL
Entry Draft. Faulk joins a young but experienced defensive staff, and will undoubtedly
make his presence felt as the season progresses.
Freshman forward Joe Basaraba has begun the season with an injury. Basaraba is
one of the most interesting recruits, since
his resume boasts the single most impressive
prep school in the hockey world. lhat's right,
UMD has a Shattuck Sabre 'on the roster. Just

Rugby ends
season with
solid a win

BY JOHN WUSTNER

wustn002@d.umn.edu
This past Saturday was some
of the best weather you are
going to see in Duluth midOctober. With the cool breeze
coming from the lake and hundreds of autumn leaves all over
the ground, it truly was perfect
weather for a Rugby match.
lhe men's Rugby teatn played
their last game of the season. The
players honored the team's two
captains for senior night, Scott
Bader and Tyler Schnell whom
both have played Rugby here

to garner some perspective, Sidney Crosby
played at Shattuck. So did some of Gretzky's
kids. While we haven't yet been able to see
Basaraba play, everything on paper says he
will find solitude in the WCHA.
UMD begins the 2010-2011 season with
Bulldog veteran Kenny Reiter between the
pipes. Reiter spent last season splitting time
with Brady Hjelle. After Hjelle decided to
leave the hockey program, Reiter became the
full-time goaltender.
There are many fresh faces, but some familiar ones still remain. Seniors Justin Fontaine,
Kyle Schmidt, Chad Huttel, Trent Palm,
Cody Danberg, and Mike Montgomery are
set to begin their final seasons in a Bulldog
jersey. While their experience is paramount,
their leadership is equally important. This
UMD squad possesses lots of young talent,
but proven veterans like Fontaine and Montgomery provide the backbone for a youthful team. There is no doubt that the team
will lean heavily upon these players, as they
lead the team into the hallowed arenas that
contain the Western Collegiate Hockey Association.

BY BRIAN MICHAUD

micha275@d.umn.edu
Homecoming football looked just a little bit different without the abilities of all-time UMD leading rusher Isaac Odim.
Unfortunately, this is a reality that UMD football fans are going to have to face for the rest of
their lives. During a routine practice drill lhursday afternoon, Odim tore the meniscus of his left
knee. Saturday morning, instead of suiting up for
his final homecoming football game, Odim was
undergoing surgical repair on his broken wheel.
The surgery will shelf him for the remainder of the
season, and ultimately, the rest of his career in a
Bulldog uniform.
UMD senior Brad Foss is set to become the feature back in the powerful UMD offense. Losing
one half of the 1nost dominating one-two punch
in all of Division II football is a major blow, but
the weight of the loss will have to be shifted onto
the shoulders of sophomore quarterback Chase
Vogler.

MONDAY 3 dollar domestic 24oz tap
7-12am

TUESDAY Late night happy hour
9-12am $1 off everything

WEDNESDAY COLLEGE NIGHT

10-12:30am $1 taps Budweiser products
$4 bomber drinks, Mix108 DJ.

THURSDAY FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT
starting mid-September
\

FRIDAY KARAOKE
10-2am

SUNDAY Come in for the Vikings game for

food and drink specials at half time

THE STATESMAN PROMOTES "THINKING BEFORE DRINKING"

MONDAY 7-12AM

$6 DOMESTIC PITCHERS

TUESDAY 8:30~CLOSE

KARAOKE: area's largest with Patty

WEDNESDAY

Happy Hour 4PM-12AM

Whiskey Wednesday

THURSDAY 7-12AM

1/2 PRICE PITCHERS
$5 monster shots or 2 FOR $7

riA~oll~BLE:s
PING-Po~~o~s
v~iiNBAGs
&"~AM£s

"Go/den T"

VOLLEYBALL ( 18-1)
10/15 vs. Upper Iowa - W 3-0
10/ 16 vs. Winona - W 3-0
SOCCER (9-4-2)
10/16 vs. Augustana - L 0-1
10/17 vs. Wayne State - W 3-1
MEN'S HOCKEY (3-0-1)
10/15 vs. Providence - W 4-2
10/ 16 vs. Providence - W 7-1
WOMEN'S HOCKEY (5-1)
10/16 vs. Mankato - W 5-2
10/17 vs. Mankato - W 6-0

Odini is done for the season

for the past four years. UMD
beat Mankato 29-5 in a blowout
victory. lhe junior varsity team
also played this weekend, which
consists of some alumni and
the rugby coach. Although the
men's season is over, the women's Rugby team is having their
first playoff game next Saturday
against Winona. The playoffs are
only a four-team bracket so the
girls are really exited to be one
of those few that made the playoffs. If you haven't gotten your
full fix of Rugby so far this year,
come cheer on your girls Rugby
team this Saturday.

-

10/16 vs. University of Mary- W 49-0

Uck Hunter"

FRIDAY 10PM-1AM

COLLEGE NIGHT, MIX108
DJ with games and prizes 5$ 48oz pitches
of Bud, Bud light, Mich light

SATURDAY 9:00PM-CLOSE
LIVE MUSIC!
"Cold Current and Wild Fire"

SUNDAY Open 11am-12am

HAPPY HOUR 4PM-12AM

VIKINGS GAME!!

REEF PITCHER NIGHT

MONDAY & THURSDAY

$6 DOMESTIC PITCHERS 7-12

OUTDOORS

Outdoors Editor

Kate Butler is at butle228@d.umn.edu
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2011 snowboard kit buyer's guide
BY KATE BUTLER

butle228@d.umn.edu

Sexton and
0 lson- Elm's Boards
One lap around Damage Board Shop in West Duluth and you'll have your complete set-up for the new
season. Shop owner Ben Olson gave me some insight
as to the top models of the 2011 season for boards,
boots, bindings, and gloves. Enjoy your personal Buyer's Guide!
In the boards department, Olson says, "Sexton and
Olson-Elm's boards definitely were the most anticipated and have done really well in sales." Joe Sexton
and Jake Olson-Elm both hail from Minnesota and released their Pro-Model boards this year. Sexton, with
Stepchild Snowboards, grew up riding in the not-sochoice conditions of Buck Hill and Hyland, so he designed a board for park and jib riding. Sexton's "Bass
Holes" board is a twin, meaning the tip and tail are
identical, with a reverse camber, which means the bot- .
tom of the board is pressed to resemble the bottom of
a rocking chair.
Features: -12 inserts per foot
-Smooth "Soft Belt" Finish-pre-waxed .
-Lengths: 143cm, 147cm, 150cm
-Stance width: 63cm
-Medium Flex
Jake Olson-Elm, riding for Signal, debuted a True
Twin Park/Jib board this year. Best built for terrain
parks and city streets, this is the board for those railriding, dumpster-jibbing enthusiasts.
Features: -Silk screened gloss top
-clear windows to the core
-biaxial glass on top and bottom of core
-width: 24.5cm
-max stance width: 63cm
-poplar core with park profile

Sexton's 86 FastTrack Boot
Sexton also came out with a Pro-Model boot this
year with Thirty-Two (32) Boots. When designing
this boot, Sexton said he, "factored in that I did not
want a boot that makes me look like a stormtrooper."
In realizing this, he tried to tie in the skate origins
of both himself and 32. The boot has a low-profile
sole, without ·sacrificing crucial impact protection.
Features of the 86 FastTrack (blue/black/white):
-Flex Rating: 4/10
-Custom lacing system
-3-D molded tongue
-internal lacing system
-liner: level 2
-Footbed: level F
Also putting out a boot for 32 this season is Sexton's pal, J.P. Walker. For Walker's boot, 32 added a
new hidden loop on the toe box to attach your pant
gaiter-giving you a complete system lock.
Features of the Prospect (black/white/red):
-Flex Rating: 5/10
-articulating cuff
-3-D molded tongue
-internal and independent lacing systems
-liner: level 2
-footbed: level 1

KATE BUTLER/STATESMAN

Forum and Lib Tech boards
"Forum did it real big this year with graphics. Their boards
are in high demand right now," says Olson, specifically of the
Forum F' It. This board can best be described as: super limited, super nice for street rails, super nice for park, and super
awesome.
Features:
-Biax laminate
-poplar core
-Twin design
-Flex: 4
Lib Tech recently came out with their Skate Banana, which
runs around $500. It's designed with as Banana/MagneTraction Series. These boards have already become overly
popular in places like Colorado where there's much more
powder riding available. Also a Twin, the Skate Banana has:
-H pop core with a Banana Specific Core Profile
-Power Transfer Internal Sidewalls
-Flex: 4
-also available in wide

Re-Union Data Boot
The word on bindings this year is all about Forum
and Union right now. In an effort to "go green" Union
Bindings has come out with the Re-Union Data. This
binding is environmentally conscious, utilizing recycled fabrics, reground nylon and byproduct material created by producing other Union bindings. The
Re-Union Data is equipped with:
-Stage II base-lifetime warranty!
-3D Multi-layer Strap Core which evenly distributes
pressure,
-highback padding
-100% recycled aluminum heelcups
The Shakra binding from Forum goes by the
mantra: Feel More. Good Vibes. The Shakra was
designed to allow the rider to experience maxin1um
board feel and performance. The Good Vibes Hinge
Disk allows the baseplate flex freely under the rider's
foot, while the new FGel Cushioning in the toe and
heel allows only good vibes to be absorbed by the
foot. It also gives the rider customizable freestyle
freedom with a Flip Flop Strap for adjustable medial/lateral support.

Another exiting new boot comes from Danny Kass
and the Nike Zoom DK. Nike has pulled head in boot
designing in recent years, and this is no exception. With
an Outlast temperature controlled liner and footbed,
this boot is a must-have for any Duluth rider. This boot
is made with an embedded Zoom Air, and premium
synthetic leather ergonomic shell construction. The
Zoom DK also boasts:
-Tri-density outsole rubber
-neoprene flex notch
~Heat Moldable Line (available at Damage Board
Shop) for custom fit

Bindings/ gloves from store
One really sweet aspect of design this year comes
from the Celtek Gloves Collaboration Series. Damage
Board Shop was picked as one of eight shops worldwide
to design their own glove with Celtek as a part of Celtek's "Shop Local, Support Here" Program. The artwork
was done by shop supporter Patrick Sharrow and depicts
those Duluth mornings when fog and mist cover the city.
The Zenith GTX by Drop is also a heavily favored glove
this year. It's guaranteed to keep you dry with a GoreTex inset, molded neoprene shell and full leather palm.
Features:
-leather reinforced index sidewall
-catch-free Velcro closure
-"looped leverage" wrist adjustment
-goggle/nose wipe
-"Palm Pull" micro adjustment tab
Well there you have it, a sneak-peak of the 2011 Buyer's Guide with the help of Damage Board Shop. All
products are carried by Damage and can be further
researched by visiting www.damageboardshop.com

JOE OLIVIERI/STATESMAN
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Gooseberry
Falls
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before the first snow
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·of:Two
Harbors
Minn., ,a short
and
·:: ! -':? ':n'.orth:
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·· ';fi\i:Jscenic ' 4S~ininute drive. This state .park is
·.· '<" · ,known for its trails and waterfalls along the
, _:qpos~berry River.
• • :: Whether a tourist or a local, this state park
·. shows the true beautyofN orthernMinnesota.
As the seasons change from the warmth of
j

h.

Superior views can be found after a sho·rt hike in Gooseberry Falls State Park.

summer to the chill of fall
we watch the green trees turn into shades of
orange and red. Soon the snow will fall, the
'trees will stand bare and most of the students
will snuggle into their homes until we see the
•·ground once again.
Gooseberry Falls has a unique landscape
located along the rugged shoreline. There
are many attractions to embrace while hiking the trails including: five waterfalls,
the Gooseberry River and Agate Beach.
The Gitchi Gummi trail is higher elevated
and is literally along the edge of the shore.
As you walk along the trail you not only get
a full view of the lake, but you also have the

opportunity to stare down toward the Gooseberry River that runs into Lake Superior.
The park has recorded sights of over 225 species of birds, 46 species of mam1nals and 10
species of reptiles, according to the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources website. You may run into these animals during
your own trek through the park, or with the
help of a guided activity.
Geocaching is an activity where one tries
to find "caches" or treasures, similar to the
game hide and seek. These items are found
by locating the given coordinates by using a
GPS. Items are usually small trinkets with
personal value rather than monetary value.

PHOTOS BY AMBER OOLEY/STATESMAN

Gooseberry Falls hosts events and offers
guided activities.
This Friday, Oct. 22, the state park is hosting a Full Moon Walk starting at 6 p.m. The
October full moon is known as the Hunter's
Moon. This walk will show participants how
to identify the nocturnal hunters .
No matter what the temperature is outside,
there is always something to do at Gooseberry Falls. So before that last leaf falls, put on
your tennis shoes and take in the fresh fall air
before it goes into hibernation. .
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'NEW THIS YEAR
50°/o MORE SPACE

~BENNA FORD'
TUNNEL OF
TERROR
;Morgan Park Community Center, 1242 88th Ave. W., Du,1.uth, MN
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FRI., OCTOBER 29TH • EXTENDED HOURS 7 PM-11 PM
SPECIAL SHOWINGS OCTOBER 30TH:
KIDS' DAY/FAINT OF HEART-11 AM-1 PM
REGULAR SHOW-& PM-8 PM• SCARE OF YOUR LIFE-8 PM-11 PM
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SPECIAL OFFER: Save an additional $1.00 with this ad.
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HOCKEY ASSOCIATION
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Adolphs Store, Alpine Bar & Lounge, Bee Happy Family
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-Companies, Hugo's Pizza, Hwy 21 OAuto, J BTrucking, John's Twin Ports Recycling LLC, Kenwood Muffler
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Brakes Center LLC, Lee House-Movers, Inc., Morgan Park Sales & Service, P.R.P. Repair, Proctor Canvas,
Puglisi Classico Ltd. Inc, Ricks Auto Body, Sammys Pizza West Duluth, Sounds Unlimited,
State Farm Insurance Susan L. Coen, Superior Wood Systems, Vine Body Shop, World of Fish, World of Wheels Inc.
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT LOCAL SPECIAL OLYMPICS
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·Her costume
doesn't even make
any sense!!
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Diesel cars prove to be
more energy, economically
efficient than gas cars

Wd Evan 1lnW In

THE
STATESMAN

1111111111-.

• facebook

• twitter
Search:

"UMD Statesman"

Act Now!!!
Buy one get one
free special is
ending on
October 21st,
2010!!**
**Tickets purchased prior to this

date wltl be h<>nored tor one year

Check out our

special disounts
on advanced
fares!

Jefferson Lines now offers College C01111ectio11, which
connects you with friends and family wherever and
whenever.

•Daily express trips from Duluth to the Twin
Cities on the Rocket Rider
•15% Student Discount with ID*
p· k
• 1c s you up on campus
•Offers connections to cities across the U.S.
Purchase tickets at: UMD Stores, Street Level
Kirby Plaza

(218) 726-8221

Bus stop: Kirby Circle/Former DTA Bus Stop

PRESS PHOTO/SUBMITTED
The Volkswagon Touareg runs on clean diesel. It gets 17 MPG/City and 25 MPG/Highway.

•No1 available on advanced purchase fares

BY CARL BERWALD
berw0013@d.umn.edu
Saving the earth and driving a car at the same time is not as complicated
an idea as hybrid or hydrogen cars are (although they are great ideas).
Driving a diesel car can save the earth and a consumer's pocket book.
Diesel cars have been around for decades, yet most Americans ignore
their presence, while Europeans generally prefer to drive them to gasoline
cars. Why is this? The answer is simple: Americans generally think oflarge
trucks that smell bad when they hear' the word diesel and are offered very
few diesel car options. On the other hand, Europeans can choose from a
multitude of diesel engines on any given car n1odel.
According to the BBC, if one person were to switch to a comparable
diesel car from a gasoline car, an individual would reduce his/her annual
carbon footprint by up to 600kg CO2. So if half of Minnesota's three
million drivers were to switch to a diesel car, up to 900 million kilograms
of carbon dioxide would be prevented from entering the atmosphere in just
one year. Some diesel cars, like the Smart Fortwo MHD (not available in
the U.S.) emit less carbon dioxide per mile than any hybrid on the market
worldwide.
As a chemical, diesel stores far more energy than gasoline, allowing it to
be much more fuel-efficient. For example, the 2011 Volkswagen GolfTDI
(diesel) achieves and EPA estimated 42 highway miles per gallon (MPG/
highway) fuel rating, while its gasoline counterpart (Golf2.5) only gets a
30 MPG/highway rating. That is 40 percent better n1ileage. Even though
diesel fuel is generally slightly more expensive in the U.S. than gasoline,
one would still observe a huge difference in fuel costs.
Diesel cars also tend to be more reliable than gasoline cars because
the engines must be physically stronger to accommodate for the forces
imposed by the necessary turbo. One notable example of this is the
Mercedes-Benz S-Class manufactured in the mid '80s. They have been
known to travel well over 300,000 miles without major engine problems.
As far as hybrid cars go, why not build a hybrid diesel, and get even
better fuel economy? The above-mentioned model of the Smart Fortwo
has a system that turns off the engine at idle, similar to a Toyota Prius,
but there is no electric motor to propel the car at low speeds. If hybrid
technologies were to be fully integrated into acar, it would easily achieve
upwards of 100 miles per gallon. There is no reason why people should be
driving cars that get 23 miles per gallon (average in the U.S. according to
RITA) when we have existing technologies that can increase that by four
times. So much for reducing our independence on foreign oil. Speaking
of foreign, the only diesel cars offered in the U.S. are made by foreign
companies, even though American carmakers sell many models in Europe
with diesel engines.
Auto manufactures need to provide more diesel options to consumers
stateside and the consumers 11).Ust give diesel a chance. It is an
extremely viable fuel for our cars and not only saves money, but also the
environment.
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Audi TDI also runs on clean diesel.

OCT. 20-26

Mom+Dad
Crews+Tees
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Welcome Parents! ,
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OCT. 20-26

IS BREAST CANCER MONTH!

Football 114-zip
Sweatshirts

A percentage of the sale of select

PINK

· merchandise wlll be donated to
St. Luke's Breast Center.

by CHAMPION

25°8ff

TOUCHDOWN
TUESDAYS!

•
•

Get 5% off UMD Wear+Gifts for every
UMD touchdown during home games.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OCT. 20-26

All Hockey
Caps

lip to 30% off, one Item per purchase. Not valid
with any other offers. Oller good the first Tuesday
alter each UMD home game. IN STORE ONLY.

USED
COMPUTER
SALE
UMD Stores EXPRESS

DOORS OPEN AT 8am
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
...........................

Tech Sale
UMD Stores EXPRESS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OCT. 20-26

Neck
Save your ·. Crew
· g~m~ ticket! · Sweatshirts

25°8ff

20°10off UMD Wear & Gifts

Includes WILD +
NORTH STARS

•one Item per Udult per purchase. Not valid with any other offllra. Offer
good SATIIRDAY AND SUNDAY of lhe game ytu atbltlded. IN STORE ONLY.

·,

Shop UMD Stores. Get Rewards!

Wednesday, 0c ober 20
11am - 1:30pm on Kirby Plaza
Chmielewski Funtime Band
Tees-Mugs-Food-Prizes!

OCT. 21-26

OCT. 20-26

"American Expedition"
Gift Items

25°8n 25°8ff
FIND us ON FACEB00K!

.umdstores.com

on\\nek
1u1bac

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . u1t1l\stores,co"'

126-8s20 • 126-1286 • 1 (866) 126-uM01
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Opinion Page Editor Mandee Kuglin is at kugli005@d.umn.edu
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Lately1 newspaper headlines are screaming in fear over a GOP dominated Congress. Obama has been travelling the country advocating for
Democratic supporters to vote and have faith in the candidates. At the
same time1Republican and Tea Party candidates boast loads of campaign
money from private funders while confidently stating1 "We will win the
House this November:• But will they really?
There isn't a doubt about it1 the Republican Party is strong. What I
wonder is if they are truly strong in voter support or simply appear so.
The GOP has media moguls and idiotic Fox News bigots such as Glenn
Beck and Bill O'Reilly that get an extreme amount of publicity. With
this publicity comes the promotion of their party affiliates. This extreme
amount of publicity may be causing voters to believe that the Republican
Party is significantly stronger than the Democratic Party. The Democratic
equivalent would be someone like John Stewart1who receives significantly less mainstream media attention than his Republican counterparts. Essentially1 the media is causing a deceiving increase in support Republican
candidates.
For example, here is what voters see in newspapers: Democrats are
struggling to make ends meet while Republicans rake in the dough and
voter support. As much as it hurts my heart and my career aspirations to
say; journalists often skew the truth and use what i_s called "priming" to
their advantage. That is to say1they tell the general public what to think
and what to think about.
So, if the media is reporting like crazy about the supposed massive
amount of voter support for the Republican candidates, then they will
believe that the GOP will have the best chance to win and, most likely,
will then vote in that direction as well. After all1 who wants to waste a
vote?
Now1you may be asking, why in the world would large news organizations such as the New York Times and Fox News skew the truth? Well, it's
all about money. If these news organizations get large amounts of advertising money from supporters of a specific political party1why wouldn't
they skew their content to benefit these cash cows?
I suppose what I am trying to say is think twice about what people report. And I realize this sounds ironic considering I am at this moment
telling you what to think about, but it's a vicious news cycle.
-Mandee Kuglin

Breaking down sports records
BY JAMES STITT
stit0033@d.umn.edu
Brett Favre has racked up 290 consecutive starts in
the NFL. That streak is in danger of coming to an end
because of a bum elbow and a certain "close-up" picture Favre sent to a female employee of the New York
Jets. The question is1does a record like this mean more than
the success of a team?
Football is a team sport and,
as a team sport1 an individual's
record shouldn't be the first
priority.
"IfF avre is playing poorly and
not giving the team a chance to
win, then why play him?" said
Hall of Fame defensive back Rod Woodson. "Even if
it is Favre."
We live in the era of fantasy sports1where stats and
records are the base for a player's value. We look at
the box score or the record book and draw conclusions about athletes. But a player's stats don't tell the
whole story.
Denver Broncos quarterback Kyle Orton has 1,733
passing yards through five games this season. If he
continues on this pace1 he will throw for over 51500
yards1which is almost 500 more than the single season record held by Dan Marino. I have never heard
anyone say that Orton is one of the best quarterbacks
right now1let alone one of the best all time.
The old cliche of"records are meant to be broken"
is still said today because it's true. Athletes are always
concerned with getting better. They are bigger1faster

and stronger than ever before. This leads to old records, like the career home run record, being broken
constantly.
Hank Aaron's career home run record stood for 33
years before Barry Bonds broke it in 2007. Before Aaron, Babe Ruth held the record for over 40 years. Now,
multiple players have a chance to break the record
within a 10-15 year period.
Alex Rodriguez is on pace
to break the record within six
years. But in all likelihood,
Rodriguez will not hold the
record for very long. Albert
Pujols is also looking to set
the home run record.
But as fans, we have to look
at these records objectively.
Just because a player holds a record, doesn't mean
they are the best.
The all-time leader in touchdown passes in NCAA
football history is Willie "Satellite" Totten. Ever hear
of Willie before? He played college ball at Mississippi
Valley State, and only played two ga1nes in the NFL as
a replacement player in a strike shortened season.
Is he the best college quarterback of all time? Or
does he only have the record because he was a teammate of Hall of Fame Wide Receiver Jerry Rice?
Stats are a quick way of comparing athletes, but a
lot of things do not show up on the stat sheet. Like
a running back picking up a blitzing linebacker or an
outfielder sacrificing his body to make a catch. These
things don't show up on paper, because games aren't
played on paper. They are played on the field and
that's wh_at is important: the game.

Stats are a quick way of
comparing athletes, but a lot
of things do not show up on
the stat sheet.
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They know what you did last summer
Student Conduct Code was amended in 2006 to include off-campus jurisdiction

BY ETHAN WALKER

walke600@d.umn.edu

You better watch out, you better not cry,
you better not get in trouble and I'm telling
you that it is not Santa you need to worry
about. It's UMD. As many students already
know, UMD has a year-round student
conduct policy for its students. Meaning,
if you do something that is against school
rules during the summer, attended UMD
the previous semester and are currently
registered for the upcoming semester, you
can get in trouble with the school. At first
glance, this rule seems wrong and unfair,
but in reality, it isn't.
For anyone who was involved in high
school sports, rules like these are nothing
new. When I was on my high school basketball team, I saw my fellow teammates
get benched for off-season misconduct. I
also saw players on the football team get
suspended from play for infractions com-

mitted during the summer.
Is this unfair?
No. As an athlete you are a representative of the school and you don't only represent it Monday to Friday. You misbehave
and embarrass the school on the weekends
or during the summer, you have to pay the
pnce.
Many high schools around the country have rules like this for their athletes,
and some parents and their lawyers have
a problem with it. In an interview with
USA Today, attorney Matt Wolf said that
"schools are crossing the boundary of what
they're authorized to do and crossing into
the realm of the family." My question is:
What's wrong with that?
Holding kids to higher standards is not
a bad thing. In this cruel and wonderful
world we live in, we have rules that we have
to follow. Why not start learning them in
high school and college?
It is a privilege to play sports in high

school and it also a privilege, not a right, to
attend UMD. Remember, no one is forcing
you to be here, so with privileges come different rules.
I hate to sound like the figurative mother, but instead of crying that the school is
reaching past its boundaries, lets try to behave like adults. I'm not saying stop having
fun, but just know that if you get in trouble
with the law, you may also be in violation
of the Student Conduct Policy.
In an e-mail interview with Kathy Skelton, director of the Office of Student and
Comn1unity Standards, she informed
me that the Student Conduct Code was
amended to allow adjudication for offcampus violations in 2006. She also informed me that there haven't been many
citations during the summer for students.
So it is not like UMD is going out and
hunting for people to punish, so don't get
too paranoid. Yet.
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